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1. Introduction 
This article is the result of various discussions that we have had in the 
trans lation section of the Jómsvíkinga saga project, where we are trying 
to translate this saga into our mother tongues. Of course, in different 
languages there are different traditions for solving linguistic issues in 
trans lation as well as differences in language policies and in the level 
of knowledge that we can expect of the reader. However, we believe 
that by systematizing existing problems in the area of proper names, the 
advantages of each possible solution may provide fruitful inspiration for 
trans lators of any language. 

We will focus on the problem of rendering Old Norse proper names 
into inflected languages, which include all the Slavic languages, during 
the translation process. The principal problems concerning changes to the 
stem vowel or nominative endings occur in translations into any Indo-
European language. In addition to this (mostly grammatical) area, we will 
present the main, general problems which a Czech translator of Old Norse 
has to face.

2. General problems and questions 

As a Slavic language, Czech makes use of a high degree of inflection and 
has no fewer than seven cases and three genders. As syntactic relations are 
shown by inflection, word order is fairly free and flexible, and it is used to 
express other linguistic features — the theme of the clause (thema, topic) 
usually stands at the beginning of the clause, whilst the most important 
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information (rhema, focus) usually occupies the end. The relation ship 
between words in a clause is created by the endings of verbs and nouns 
(which can be sorted into many classes with many exceptions). Although 
Czech is a synthetic language in which grammatical relationships are 
conveyed using inflectional morphemes, there are some analytical factors 
too; for example, auxiliary verbs are used for expressing the future and 
past tenses. Changes to the stem vowels (introflection) occur very rarely, 
and, as a null-subject language, subject personal pronouns are omitted 
more frequently than in analytic languages. Furthermore, there are no 
articles in Czech.

The high point of syntactic flexibility in Czech was reached in the four
teenth century, after which it lost the dual and simple preterite. Today, 
the language is slowly developing in the direction of analysis, although 
by some linguists it is still considered to be the most inflected (fusional) 
of all known languages because of its developed case system with many 
different endings to denote the same grammatical role (for example, there 
exist six different endings for gen. sing. masc.) and numerous personal 
endings of verbs (Hrbáček 1995: 11).

The general problems that occur when translating Old Norse prose 
mostly concern verbs. Even in comparison to Russian and other Slavic 
languages, Czech uses finite verbs rather than participles and infinite con
struc tions, and it makes greater use of subordinate clauses than does Old 
Norse. This is the reason why the language of the sagas often feels rather 
primitive and simple — which, of course, it is not — to a Czech reader 
who has learnt in elementary school that repeating words is one of the 
most basic stylistic mistakes. So, the question arises: Should we keep 
the simplicity of the saga language and risk disappointing the reader, or 
should we change it to suit the rules of Czech literary style?

Another concern is the richness of the Czech verb system and (con-
se quently) the relatively sparse use of phrasal verbs and certain verb 
phrases. The uniformity of verbs used in sagas (for example, segja, fara) 
forces the translator to substitute a more specific verb in Czech in place 
of a repeated verb in Old Norse; in other words, the translator uses a 
single verb to express a concrete meaning that was realized in the source-
language text by a commonly used verb in combination with a noun, an 
adverb, or a preposition.

The third concern is the choice between past and present tenses. The 
historical present occurs very rarely in Czech texts. In Old Norse lit-
er ature, on the other hand, it is virtually omnipresent. Therefore, some 
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trans lators try to keep the historical present in the Czech translation, and 
consider it a specific feature of the style or the perception of time in Old 
Norse. However, most translators disregard it and consequently change it 
into preterite, feeling it to be more disruptive than, for example, do some 
trans lators into Germanic languages.

As regards the translation of poetry, we should mention metric rules, as 
more than two thirds of the syllables in a skaldic verse are bound together 
by alliteration and/or hending. Alliteration is alien to Czech poetics (Levý 
1983: 255–58) since, in Czech, the stress accent is not as strong as, say, 
the accent in Old Norse or Old English. Translators usually try to maintain 
alliteration in most places because it is a typical feature of eddic and 
skaldic poetry, holding together half-verses and often putting emphasis 
on important elements through the connection of alliterating words. But, 
this connection will never be as strong after translation due to the weaker, 
non-dynamic stress accent in Czech. Of course, the original alliteration 
cannot always be preserved. Sometimes priority has to be given to a more 
adequate expression but without alliteration. On the other hand, in spite 
of the freer word order that is natural in Czech, the use of inflectional 
morphemes to express grammatical relationships helps the Czech reader 
of skaldic poetry to understand the more complicated sentences, so that 
identifying the subject, predicate, object and so on is perhaps even easier 
in the Czech translation than in the original.

The rendering of Old Norse nouns and names is therefore only a small 
issue in the complex of problems in translating Old Norse poetry and 
prose into Czech. However, it is not unimportant and might well illustrate 
the problems faced by speakers of other inflected languages, when trying 
to interpret Old Norse literature.

This problem is further complicated by the fact that Czech has a 
relatively long tradition of using Old Norse proper names. It may therefore 
be useful to sketch out this history first. Generally it can be said that the 
Czech use of Old Norse names has been formed by three categories of 
lit er ature:

1) the treatment in scholarly literature of Old Norse subjects;
2) the translations of Old Norse literary sources;
3) modern fiction containing Old Norse myths, heroic stories, and 

historical events.

It would have been ideal if the history of translating Old Norse names had 
developed in the order above, but unfortunately the real course of events 
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unfolded in precisely the opposite direction. While Czech scholarly 
literature on Old Norse themes does not exist before 1920, the emergence 
of Old Norse proper names in Czech literary fiction can be traced back 
to the dawn of Romanticism at the beginning of the nineteenth century.

3. History of rendering of Old Norse names  
in Czech literature

3.1 The period 1800–1870
We do not have the time or space here to cite all the adventures of the 
Norse gods, heroes and historical men and women in Czech literature 
since 1800. But, because many problems connected with rendering Old 
Norse names and words have not changed much since then, examining 
two examples from this period may be of use.

The first example is the short story Skála milenců (The Lover’s Cliff) 
written by Ludvík Rittersberg (1809–58) probably before 1850 (see 
Ritters berg 1853, quoted, according to the modern edition, as Rittersberg 
2010). The content itself is not very interesting, consisting of a rather 
sentimental love story set amidst some well-known clichés about blood, 
reputation and alcohol-thirsty Vikings, and the harsh Norwegian nature. 
The rendering of Old Norse names in the story is much more interesting, 
showing a strange double standard. On the one hand, we find some actual 
Old Norse names adapted to Czech orthography (Ingolf, Harald, Sigurd, 
Asa-Thor and Valhalla). On the other hand, there appear some names that 
point instead to the German-speaking world (Elfrieda, Oskar).

This is hardly surprising. We must keep in mind that Czechs became 
acquainted with Old Norse culture for the first time through the medium of 
German Romantic literature (especially Gräter 1789). Also, the growing 
National Movement tended to perceive individual European nations as 
members of a larger language group (Slavic, Germanic, and Romance). 
Therefore, even slightly modified German names — in Ritterberg’s text 
for example, Hilgard (from German Hildegard) — could well contribute 
to the creation of a ‘Norse’ feeling for the average reader at the time.

A work of another type is the poem Idůna (Iðunn) by Karel Hynek 
Mácha (1810–36), indisputably the best of the Czech Romantic poets. 
The poem, which must have been written around 1832, is considered 
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one of the keys to Mácha’s conception of love as an obsessive, life-
consuming power. Turning our attention to the name-form Idůna, we will 
not be surprised by the ending -a attached to the original form Iðunn, 
since the forms Iduna or Idunna — stressing the female gender of the 
name — may be found in German literature long before Mácha’s time, 
for example as title of Ein Alter thums zeitung edited by Gräter (1812–16). 
More importantly, in Mácha’s case we are immediately able to see the 
reasons for the deliberate use of this form. Firstly, the ending -a works 
even better in Czech than in Germanic languages since the vast majority 
of Czech female names end with this suffix. For the poem, the main 
subject of which is the tension between male and female, it is not without 
importance. However, there is another reason for its appearance, more 
subtle and directly connected to the style of the poem. The Old Norse 
goddess of youth, is identified in the poem by (or symbolized by) the 
full moon, which functions here as an object of half-mystical, half-erotic 
devotion, and so the goddess’ name appears in the entire poem only in the 
invocations that repeatedly break its course (Mácha 2002):

Idůno! má Idůno!  (Iðunn, my Iðunn! 
pro tebe vždy se soužím,  For you I ever long, 
ty jasná nocí Lůno,  You clear night’s silver Moon, 
po světle tvém jen toužím. For the light of you I mourn.)

In accordance with the character of invocation, the name of the goddess 
occurs (except in the poem’s name) solely in the vocative case, for which 
the form Idůna is very fitting. Had the name remained without the ending 
-a, in nom. sing., the formation of the voc. sing. would have been much 
more difficult. There are some uncommon female Czech names ending 
in a consonant (mostly of biblical origin such as Rút or Támar), but their 
vocative usually contains no suffix, thus only distinguishable from the 
nominative by context alone.

To end, we would add a brief comment on Mácha’s use of the ringed 
‘u’ (‘ů’) in his adaptation of the name Iðunn. The reason for this can 
again be found in the mediation through German which does not mark 
the length of vowels by using diacritics, instead vowel length is deduced 
from the number of following consonants. Czech, on the other hand, 
strictly requires a distinction be made in writing between short vowels 
(a, e, i, o, u, y) and long vowels (á, é, í, ó, ú, ů, ý). A sequence of two or 
more short syllables is rather unusual in Czech, and so the Czech reader 
naturally tends to pronounce stressed syllables of foreign names with 
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long vowels, even when not marked by an acute accent (for example the 
German names Wagner and Goethe are regularly pronounced with long 
‘a’ and ‘oe’ respectively). The use of long ‘u’ in the name Idůna seems 
therefore to be an attempt to make the name conform to the standards of 
Czech pronunciation. And the choice of its ringed form shows an attempt 
to adapt the name to Czech orthography, as an acute or ringed ‘u’ (‘ú’ 
and ‘ů’) does not differ in sound, but only in use — ‘ú’ is used only in a 
forward position (cf. úvod) and ‘ů’ in other positions (druhům).

These, along with other examples, allow some insight into how 
Old Norse names and words were rendered in Czech literature before 
1850. The authors faced some basic problems and they laid some basic 
foundations for overcoming them. As far as inflection is concerned, the 
secondary feminization (Idůna instead of Iðunn and Brynhilda instead of 
Bryn hild) was used to enable the nominatives to fit Czech declensional 
patterns. In other cases, when the female names were not suffixed with 
-a, they were not declined at all (nom. Gudrún, gen. Gudrún, dat. Gudrún 
etc.). In the masculine, the usual method was to drop the nom. masc. -r 
and follow the nominal declension and the formation of possessive adjec-
tives in accordance with Czech paradigms; for example: nom. Harald, 
gen. Haralda, dat. Haraldovi etc. and poss. adj. Haraldův. With regard 
to orthography, the special Old Norse letters ð, þ, ø, æ, œ, ǫ were usually 
replaced by Czech ones. Lastly, there is the aforementioned problem 
of German mediation, resulting in similar problems to those already 
mentioned — the problem of the length of vowels. This problem is (as 
with many others) in fact a pseudo-problem, since the acute accent in 
Old Norse functions very similarly in Czech and the loss of the length 
marker during the change — for example from Þórr to Thor or from áss to 
As — is only a consequence of the secondary transcription from German.

On the other hand, the German influence clearly had some positive 
effects. The first of these was the arrival of Old Norse themes in Czech 
literature itself. The second was the emergence of a system of rendering 
Old Norse names which proved to be relatively consistent and stable. 
For example, the transcription of the letters ‘ð’ (as ‘d’) and ‘þ’ (as ‘th’) 
remained fairly consistent until the 1860s.

3.2 The period 1870–1920
This situation — not ideal but at least relatively transparent — was 
brought to an abrupt end by the rapidly growing interest in modern 
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Scan di navian literature after the 1850s. The oldest Czech translations 
of modern Scandinavian languages do not predate 1870 (Kadečková & 
Vrbová 1993), but their numbers quickly increased. The bibliography 
com piled by Hugo Kosterka in 1932 lists nearly one thousand works of 
fiction translated from Scandinavian languages (Kosterka 1932). This 
shows a relatively high number created in the space of some sixty years. 
Nevertheless, this number was maintained (if not exceeded) in at least 
some of the periods that followed. The bibliography of translations from 
Norwegian to Czech, published in 1993, lists nearly five hundred trans
lations in this single literary field (Kadečková & Vrbová 1993).

Primarily, the beginning of this translation activity happened during 
the heyday of high and late Romanticism, so there are unsurprisingly 
many of these works directly elaborating on Old Norse themes. The most 
influential were probably the early dramas of Henrik Ibsen, Hærmændene 
paa Helgeland and Kongs-Emnerne (translated twice during this period 
and performed many times on stage) or the unbeatable Frithiofs saga by 
Esaias Tegnér translated in 1891 under the title Píseň o Frithiofovi (The 
Lay of Frithiof; Sládek 1891).

It is hardly surprising that this information explosion left an indelible 
imprint on the ways of perceiving and rendering Old Norse names. The 
works mentioned above (as well as many others) belonged to the national 
Romantic period and their aim was to assimilate Old Norse themes into 
the national history of each of the Scandinavian countries. Thus, their 
use of Old Norse names was greatly influenced by efforts to make them 
as similar as possible to the contemporary forms of those names. A good 
example is the Old Norse name Hákon which can be found in various 
forms — Haakon, Håkon, Haakan and Hákon — in Scandinavian literary 
works of the period, depending on the nationality of the original translator. 
Furthermore, Czech translators of the period usually kept these forms, 
causing complete chaos in the system of Old Norse names in Czech.

Another longterm influence was felt by the rapidly developing 
scholarly fields of the age, especially history and geography. In spite 
of the fact that each of the scholars was individually influenced by 
the language of whatever scholarly literature he or she used (German, 
English, Scandinavian), they were nevertheless able to establish some 
canonical language phenomena, for example, with some place-names and 
cognomens. Sometimes the results were good; Krásnovlasý is a faultless 
rendering of the Old Norse hárfagri, and Vidlovous of tjúguskegg. Some-
times the translated cognomens were not completely successful, as in case 
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of Harald Krutý for Haraldr harðráði (in established Czech, Krutý means 
‘cruel’) or Magnus Bosý for Magnús berfœttr (in Czech, Bosý describes 
a person that has no shoes, which was definitely not a problem for the 
Norwegian king!). In the area of placenames, problems were sometimes 
caused not only by the form of newly established Czech names but also 
by some grammatical categories (especially gender). Thus, in Czech, 
Reykja vík or Sjælland were canonized as masculine, in spite of both being 
of other genders in their Old Norse as well as modern forms.

3.3 The period 1920–2013
When the first direct Czech translations of Old Norse works began to 
appear in the early 1920s, the situation was far from stabilized. Fortunately, 
the leading personalities of the first generation of translators, Karel Vrátný 
(1867–1937), Emil Walter (1890–1964), and Leopold Zatočil (1905–92), 
were not only masters of both Old Norse and Czech (only in case of Karel 
Vrátný do we sometimes detect an inappropriate favouring of archaic 
language), but also philologists of merit. Emil Walter was a student of 
Finnur Jónsson, to whom his translation of Snorri’s Gylfaginning is 
dedicated (Walter 1929), and he was later a lecturer at Uppsala University. 
Karel Vrátný focused on the Stockholm Homily Book in his Old Norse 
studies (Vrátný 1915–16, 1916–17), and Leopold Zatočil, a student of 
Gustav Neckel, concentrated his interest on Old Norse heroic poetry and 
prose (see, for example, Zatočil 1946a and 1946b). These writers were 
able to reconcile Old Norse names and Czech grammar and produce a 
number of translations sourced from family sagas (Egils saga, Vatnsdœla 
saga, Gunnlaugs saga ormstungu), fornaldarsögur (Vǫlsunga saga, Guta 
saga) and mythological texts (Gylfaginning), eddic lays and some of the 
Eddica Minora (Hlǫðskviða).

Their solution was strongly influenced by the situation before 1870. For 
example, they each transcribed ‘ð’ as ‘d’ and ‘þ’ as ‘th’. Nevertheless, in 
some details they chose different translation solutions. Zatočil, obviously 
being concerned more with correct pronunciation, renders the Old Norse 
‘ǫ’ as the Czech ‘o’ in his translation of Vǫlsunga saga (the pronunciation 
of the Old Norse ‘ǫ’ was relatively close to the contemporary Czech 
‘o’), while the others — obviously aiming at the written form inspired by 
German and Modern Icelandic — use ‘ö’ instead. Even more complicated 
were the cases of ‘ø’, ‘æ’ and ‘œ’. All three letters were rendered by differ-
ent com bi nations of ‘ä’ and ‘ö’. Another (already mentioned) problem 
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was length. While the conservative Walter keeps the original Old Norse 
length, even where it conflicts with the established Czech usage (for 
example rúna and Ísland instead of the usual runa and Island), Leopold 
Zatočil did not restrain from radical shortening — for example Hjordisa 
instead of the Old Norse versions of Hjǫrdís.

The nom. sing. masc. in r endings was another point of conflict. All 
three shared the opinion that it should be dropped prior to inflecting, but 
there was no consensus on how far this process should go. Therefore, all 
of them drop -r if the stem ends in a consonant (Sigurd, Gunnar) but they 
parted ways in cases where the stem ends in a vowel (Fáfni vs. Fáfnir) 
and where -r is assimilated into the preceding consonant (Egil vs. Egill). 
We can see further discrepancies in the rendering of non-Scandinavian 
names (Miklagard vs. Byzanc); in the policy of keeping or dropping the 
suffix in the case of plural names Hlymdalir vs. Hlymdaly (-y being the 
Czech suffix of masc. nom. pl.); in the acc. sing. of weak names (Snorra 
vs. Snorriho), and so on.

Solving those problems fell to the second generation of translators 
best represented by Ladislav Heger (1902–75), and Helena Kadečková 
(*1932) and her students. Most of the problems were settled by Ladislav 
Heger, translator of the entire Poetic Edda, Óláfs saga helga, and a repre-
sen tative collection of family sagas. But even in his work we find some 
dis crep ancies. Heger decided to drop the suffixes r, l, s, n in masc. 
nom. sing. but for some unknown reason kept the name Týr (see, for 
example, Heger 1962). He started to use ‘æ’ and ‘œ’ for the corresponding 
Old Norse sounds, but he kept using not only ‘ö’ for ‘ǫ’ and ‘ø’ (obviously 
for typo graphical reasons at that time) but also ‘d’ and ‘t’ for ‘ð’ and ‘þ’. 
How ever, the process went further in the work of Helena Kadečková, 
trans lator of the Snorra Edda, Ynglinga saga, a collection of Íslendinga-
þættir, Vǫlsunga saga, and Ragnars saga loðbrókar. In Ragnars saga 
loð brókar, ‘ð’ and ‘þ’ appear for the first time in a Czech translation of 
Old Norse text (Kadečková & Dudková 2011). Shortly after, in Eddica 
Minora (a collective work on which many translators had taken part), 
even ‘ǫ’ and ‘ø’ were present (Starý et al. 2011).

As a result, we can probably speak about some kind of consensus 
slowly forming. Nevertheless, there are many problems that have not 
been answered until now, some of them affecting the very core of how 
Old Norse names and nouns are inflected in Czech. The first of them is the 
difficult case of the r in masc. nom. sing. Do we have the right to change 
the nom. sing. — the basic form of the word and important, for example, 
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when searching indexes, vocabularies, and so on? To avoid being accused 
of any gender bias, we mention another problem, primarily con cerning 
female names; the change to the stem, causing the gen. of Gunnlǫð to 
become Gunnlaðar and gen. of Ǫgn to become Agnar. Should we keep the 
nominative as the basis for declension (gen. Ǫgny, dat. Ǫgně), committing 
a kind of linguistic crime — adding a suffix to some thing which is not 
the stem of the word? Or should we decide on the ‘harsh’ solution that 
has been practised in Czech classical philology for many years, that is 
to keep the original nominative forms and to create oblique cases by 
adding Czech suffixes to the actual stem (nom. Ceres, gen. Cerery; nom. 
Zeus, gen. Dia)? Up until now, only one experiment of this kind has been 
carried out — in the translation of Hervarar saga (Kozák 2008–09). The 
reason why this has so rarely been done is clear. Going down this route, 
we risk in some cases (such as Ǫgn mentioned above) that the reader will 
not be able to identify the nominative (Ǫgn) with oblique cases (Agny, 
Agně) in his or her own language.

Another difficult problem is posed by the already established Czech 
forms of some names and words, for example Olaf and fjord. Since the 
geomorphologic phenomenon is called a fjord in Czech, should we use 
this form in cases where it is included as part of a longer name and speak 
about Skagafjord instead of Skagafjǫrðr? Should we write Olafsfjord, 
Óláfs fjord, Olafsfjǫrðr or Óláfsfjǫrðr?

At the same time, there are problems of another kind. For example, 
there is the trend towards traditional national historiography among 
historians. Thus, the most recent Czech standard volumes on the history 
of Den mark, Norway and Iceland use modern Danish, Norwegian and 
Ice landic forms of Old Norse names respectively, in spite of the fact 
that these volumes are at least partially written by the aforementioned 
trans lators. The History of Norway (Hroch, Kadečková & Bakke 2005) 
renders the Old Norse Óláfr unanimously as Olav, while The History 
of Denmark (Busck & Poulsen 2007) oscillates between Olav and Oluf. 
The History of Iceland (Kadečková 2001) goes even further, calling the 
Old Norse holders of the name Óláfr alternately Olaf, Olav or Ólafur 
depending on his ethnicity.

Of course, there is a reason for this policy: to simplify the understanding 
of texts in corresponding languages. Nevertheless, we must ask: Is it 
justifiable to be inconsistent (not to mention anachronistic by bringing 
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the concept of ethnos into a period when it clearly did not exist)? And we 
do not have to think too deeply to conclude that such an approach is very 
limited. What form should we use for many Norwegian, Swedish and 
Danish kings, known only from Icelandic sagas? What form should we 
use for the Norwegians or Swedes who settled Iceland?

Such questions are not easy to answer and many contemporaries would 
even challenge the necessity of answering them. There exist no statistics 
on this subject, but we can be fairly certain that most of the fiction based 
upon Old Norse themes that has appeared recently (for example, the 
popular Marvel comics or the novels by Johanne Hildebrandt) undergo no 
real language redaction at all and that their redesign of Old Norse names 
cannot be influenced by any consensus among philologists, no matter 
how perfect such redesigns may be.

Despite these discouraging facts, we have dared to attempt to create a 
new proposal for the rendering of Old Norse names and nouns into Czech. 
There are numerous reasons for our decision. Firstly, the present situation 
is extremely unsatisfactory, since historians, literary historians, historians 
of religion, philologists, archaeologists, and translators of scientific as 
well as popular books use entirely different ways of rendering Old Norse 
names, thus preventing many people (and sometimes even university 
students) from identifying Sverre Sigurdsson with Sverrir Sigurðarson for 
example. Secondly, more and more collaborative projects are appearing 
that publish the work of different translators in a single collected volume, 
where the authors simply must agree on some consensus if they do not 
want to risk inconsistency. Thirdly, we believe that by practising a careful 
and patient language policy in the small field of Old Norse literature, 
we might be able to change the existing practices of, at least, the larger 
publishers. And lastly, we have been encouraged by similar attempts in 
other fields of research, probably the best and most thorough example 
being Old Hebrew studies (Čech & Sládek 2009).

Most of the answers to the grammatical problems connected with the 
translation of a book depend upon the aim of the book, viz. the intended 
reader ship. How deep an interest and knowledge of Old Norse culture can 
we expect? Considering there are only ten million Czech speakers, we do 
not have the option to print one edition for the general reader, and another 
for academics. This is the reason we want to try to create general rules for 
all translations from Old Norse into Czech. 
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4. How to deal with Old Norse proper names  
in translations 

4.1 Questions of transcription and translation 

We have chosen to keep all the original Old Norse letters. In this way we 
eliminate the possibility of misunderstandings and the noun can be found 
easily in dictionaries, in the original text or in other translations. These 
days technical possibilities make it quite easy for every user or publishing 
house to reproduce Old Norse letters. 

Some personal names of Norse origin (for example Olaf, Valdemar) 
as well as some nouns (viking, fjord, and skald) are used so often, that 
their forms are regulated by common usage (in the case of currently used 
names this regulation is enshrined in Czech law). So, if a Scandinavian 
name already has a Czech form, we generally prefer to use that form. 
Con versely, some Czech forms of names existing in Old Norse feel too 
domestic to be used in translation from a relatively exotic, medieval 
Scandinavian language and context. For example, the use of the Czech 
form Karel (instead of Karl) inevitably calls to mind a boorish peasant, 
not a person holding the rank of Mœra-Karl from Óláfs saga helga and 
Færeyinga saga. The name Mikuláš is principally known as a Christmas 
character similar to Father Christmas or Santa Claus and is, therefore, not 
very appropriate for denoting Nikulás Bergsson.

For the same reasons we suggest the use of the Old Norse forms (Rín) 
for Old Norse names of places or people even if they are generally known 
outside Scandinavia. The original forms create the atmosphere of the 
period and help to express the particular perspective that references the 
well-known place or person. Similarly, we keep to that rule for names of 
Slavic origin (Boleslav) where the Old Norse form (Búrisleif) suggests to 
the Czech reader that the context in which this, familiar, person is being 
described in a particular text is different to what he or she may expect. 
Czech is not the only language in which translators face this problem 
and we would refer to Andreas Heusler’s ideas on the subject which are 
still useful today (Heusler 1943: 357–61) and to the overview by Julia 
Zernack (Zernack 1994: 280–87), although this is more concerned with 
the ideological backgrounds to different translation policies than with 
their applicability today.

We also try to keep the original gender of the Old Norse word even if, 
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in Czech, a particular suffix might be used more frequently for another 
gender. The Czech declination system is so rich that there is always a 
paradigm that can be followed. As the forms of Old Norse are usually 
written down in different ways to those in the established Czech, we 
believe that it is not a problem to use another gender (Rín - fem.) rather 
than the current Czech form (Rýn - masc.).

Following this, we list all possible variants and under each we suggest 
the most important pros (marked +) and cons (marked -) and the version 
we consider to be the most suitable for our needs is always written in bold 
type. Some of the questions we list only occur in inflected languages, 
but most of the issues would have to be solved by a translator into any 
language.

4.1.1 Letters
For the specific Old Norse sounds (þ, ð, ę, æ, ø, œ, ǫ) it is possible to use: 

a) Original signs: Ǫgmund, Gunnlǫð, Þór, Sæming, Lopthœna, 
Øxará, Guðrøð
+ no possibility of misunderstanding, easy to identify the noun or 

name in the original text, dictionaries, indexes as well as in most 
modern English/German translations

- pronunciation not clear to the common reader
- not easy to write for everyone

b) Signs and their combinations from contemporary alphabets: Ög-
mund, Gunnlöð, Þór, Sæming, Lopthœna, Øxará, Guðrøð
+ technically easy
 ǫ becomes ö, thus disguising the difference between some nouns

c) Exclusively local (Czech) signs: Ogmund, Gunnlod, Tór, Séming, 
Lopthéna (Lopthona?), Exará (Oxará?), Gudred (Gudrod?)
+ clear to the common reader or writer
+ technically the easiest way
- sometimes quite far from the original form

4.1.2 Forms of Personal Names and some other Nouns
1. If Czech forms (or translations) of Old Norse personal names and other 
nouns exist, it is possible to use:

a) These forms: Olaf, Erik, Valdemar, viking, galéra, skald
+ easier for pronunciation
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+ fits declension patterns very well
 it might be difficult to identify the original form

b) Old Norse forms: Óláf, Eirík, Valdamar, víking, drómund, skáld
+ closer to the original
+ creates the atmosphere of the period
 more difficult for the reader as regards pronunciation, declension, 

and so on

2. If contemporary Scandinavian forms of Scandinavian personal names 
exist, it is possible to use:

a) New forms: Tore, Sverre, Snorre, Ólöf, Aage
+ easier to identify
- often feels too modern
- not consistent: Hákon, Håkan or Haakon? Olaf, Olav, Olof, Olov 

or Ólaf?
b) Old Norse forms: Þóri, Sverri, Snorri, Ólǫf, Áki

+ closer to the original
+ creates the atmosphere of the period

3. If Old Norse forms of non-Scandinavian personal names and nouns 
exist, it is possible to use:

a) These Old Norse forms: Búrisleif, Jón, Karl, Nikulás, Kjaralax, 
Hlǫðvi, Ótta
+ closer to the original
+ creates the atmosphere of the period
 more difficult for the reader1

b) Original forms: Bolesław, Johannes, Carolus, Nicholas, Alexios, 
Chlodo vech, Otto
+ easy for searching the person in the historical books
- not very close to the original
- not evocative of the atmosphere of the period

c) Czech forms: Boleslav, Jan, Karel, Mikuláš, Alexios, Ludvík, Oto
+ easy for searching the person in the Czech historical books

1 In the case of patronymics, we use the Czech form of the name (according to 1.a) but 
keep the Old Norse genitive suffix and the formant, thus we write Olafsson (not Olafson or 
Óláfsson), Eriksson (not Erikson nor Eiríksson), Sigurðarson (not Sigurðsson nor Sigurð-
son), and Bjarnardóttir (not Bjǫrnsdóttir).
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- some of the names are too closely associated with the Czech cul-
tural space (Boleslav, Jan, Karel, Mikuláš, Ludvík)

4.1.3 Forms of Place-Names, Names of Nations and other Groups
1. In the case of nouns contained in Old Norse place-names, it is possible 
to use:

a) Czech forms: Finnmarka, Skagafjord
+ easier for pronunciation
+ fits very well the declension patterns
 for the common reader it might be difficult to identify the original 

form2

b) Old Norse forms: Finnmǫrk, Skagafjǫrðr
+ closer to the original
+ creates the atmosphere of the period
 more difficult for the reader as regards pronunciation, declension 

and so on

2. If contemporary forms of Scandinavian place-names do exist:

a) (Czech forms of) new names: Lade, Gule, Lejre, Sjælland, Götové 
(inhabitants of Swedish Götaland)
+ easier to identify on contemporary maps and the like
- often feels too modern

b) (Czech forms of) Old Norse names: Hlaðy, Guli, Hleiðr, Selund, 
Gautové
+ closer to the original
+ creates the atmosphere of the period
- necessary to comment
- sometimes feels unnatural for Czech declensional patterns (for 

example, Hleiðr is fem., thus gen. must be Hleiðry, which is 
rather unintuitive in Czech, since there are nearly no Czech fem. 
names ending in -r)

2 In the case of compound words, where parts of the compounds fall under different cate-
gories we decided to approach them separately, thus we use Breiðafjord (neither Breidafjord 
nor Breiða fjǫrðr) and Þórsmarka (neither Tórsmarka nor Þórsmǫrk).
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3. If Old Norse forms of non-Scandinavian place-names exist, it is 
possible to use:

a) These Old Norse forms: Hollsetuland, Peitulǫnd, Vínland, 
Miklagarð, Aldeigjuborg, Rúða, Dyflinn, Rín
+ closer to the original
+ creates the atmosphere of the period
 difficult to identify
- necessary to comment
- sometimes feels unnatural for Czech declensional patterns (for 

example, Dyflinn or Rín are fem., thus gen. must be Dyflinny and 
Ríny, but contemporary Czech genitives are Rýna and Dublinu)

b) Old or modern local forms: Holstein, Poitou, America, Constantinople 
(Byzantium?, Istanbul?), Staraja Ladoga, Rouen, Baile Átha Cliath, 
Rhein
+ easier to identify on modern maps
- not very close to the original
- not evocative of the atmosphere of the period

c) Czech form: Holštýnsko, Poitou, Amerika, Cařihrad, Stará Ladoga, 
Rouen, Dublin, Rýn
+ easy to understand and identify on the Czech maps
+ fits in well with Czech declensional patterns
- does not feel Nordic
- corresponding words often do not exist or are not adequate to the 

Old Norse ones (Serkland)

4.1.4 Translation of Nicknames, Personal Names and Place-Names 
As far as the translation of nicknames, personal names and place-names 
is concerned, we do not have any general consensus and generally both 
available options — translating or keeping the original form — are used. 
Remember that according to Czech standards, nicknames and place-
names are always written with an initial capital letter.

We suggest that translators translate generally known nicknames that are 
al ready in use in translations and in translated history books (typically kings 
and the best-known heroes of sagas), and occasionally nicknames, place-
names and personal names whose meanings are clear and/or necessary to 
under stand the text: Harald Krásnovlasý (hárfagri), Gorm Starý (hinn gamli), 
Guð brand z Dalů (í Dǫlum), Sigurð Had v oku (ormr í auga), Ívar Bez kostí 
(bein lauss, inn beinlausi), Šípový Odd (Ǫrvar-Oddr), Zakuklenec (Kufl maðr).
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We would keep the original form where there is any unclear etymology 
(double translations are possible as are misunderstandings) and/or the 
meaning is expressed by a noun or a nominal form and/or a translation 
is not necessary to better understand the text: Gull-Harald, Hǫrða-Knut, 
Dala-Guðbrand, Klakk-Harald, Þorkel Leira, Úlf Stallari, Úlf Búandi, 
Hávarð Hǫggvandi, Þýra Danabót, and most other personal names and 
place-names.

4.2 Grammatical issues
As previously mentioned, Czech is an inflected language and it is 
impossible to translate into it without adding inflectional endings. Thus, 
the question of rendering of Old Norse nominative endings (-r, -l, -n, 
-s) and choosing the stem for creating paradigms is unavoidable. In the 
past, different ways were chosen by different scholars, but unfortunately, 
none of these led to a general consensus, probably because none of them 
clearly defined their principles. Here, we use the same method as in 
the preceding part: We enumerate the issues at dispute, list the possible 
solutions with pros (+) and cons (-), and highlight our suggestions by 
using bold characters.

We have decided to drop all of the Old Norse nominative endings in all 
Czech cases. It will naturally — and without any knowledge of Old Norse 
grammar — lead to a Czech declination without doubling the gram mat ical 
endings of the two languages. But, it is a compromise; it is not a correct, 
grammatically pure solution. As our priority is to make the hand ling of 
Old Norse nouns accessible to the common reader, we use the Old Norse 
nominative and not the stem as a basis for Czech declination. The main 
Czech translators from Old Norse have traditionally omitted the nom. 
endings in the sing. masc. We try to apply that solution more system-
atically to include plural and derivative forms. 

4.2.1 Declension and derivation
1. Nominative of the masculine nouns: endings -r, -l, -n, -s should be:

a) Maintained: Grettir, Egill, Þórr, Týr, Egill, Fjǫrgynn, compare 
Fjǫrgyn (fem.)
+ common in Czech texts when rendering the names from classical 

antiquity (we have, for example, nom. Sokratés, gen. Sokrata)
+ easy identification of the form, no confusion between fem. and 

masc.
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- the common reader tends to create incorrect forms in the Czech 
de clensional system by using the nominative as a stem: gen. 
Grettira, Þórra, Týra, and so on

b) Dropped: Gretti, Egil, Þór, Tý, Egil, Fjǫrgyn
+ leads naturally to Czech declinational patterns 
- the difference between masculine and feminine might disappear 

(Fjǫrgyn)
 finding the original form might be problematic

2. For the oblique cases and in derivation, the Czech ending should be 
added to:

a) The Old Norse nominative ending: loc. Grettiru, instr. Egillem, 
gen. Týra, dat. Hervǫře, Gunnlǫðin [Gunnlǫð’s], Bjǫrnova 
[Bjǫrn’s]

+ easy for the common reader or writer
- contradicts the solution chosen in 1.b
- peculiar from a grammatical point of view — the grammatical 

endings are doubled
b) The Old Norse stem: loc. Grettim, instr. Egilem, gen. Týa, dat. 

Hervaře, Gunnlaðin [Gunnlǫð’s], Bjarnova [Bjǫrn’s]
+ common in Czech classical philology – Ceres, gen. Cerery
 more difficult for the common reader or writer who must know, 

for example, that the stem of Gunnlǫð is Gunnlað-, the stem of 
Bjǫrn is Bjarn- etc. Especially the case of Bjǫrn is difficult, since 
the modern form Björn is well known (from Swedish) and used 
with out the change of stem.

c) The Old Norse nominative without the nominative ending: 
loc. Grettim, instr. Egilem, gen. Týa, dat. Hervǫře, Gunnlǫðin 
[Gunnlǫð’s], Bjǫrnova [Bjǫrn’s]
+ easy for the common reader or writer
- grammatically not entirely satisfactory (the change of stem is ig-

nored)

4. In nominative plural the Czech plural ending should be added to:
a) The Old Norse plural: Stiklastaðiry [Stiklastaðir], Hólary [Hólar], 

Brá velliry [Brávellir], Æsirové [Æsir], Birnirové [Bjǫrns] 
+ easy for the common reader or writer
- peculiar from a grammatical point of view — the grammatical 

endings are doubled 
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- inconsistent according to the treatment of sing. (see 1.b)
b) The Old Norse stem: Stiklastaðy [Stiklastaðir], Hóly [Hólar], 

Brávally [Brávellir], Ásové [Æsir], Bjarnové [Bjǫrns]
+ common in Czech classical philology, for example, sing. Aiás – 

pl. Aiantové
 more difficult in the case of changes to the stem: Brávǫll, pl. 

Brávally
- inconsistent according to the treatment of sing. (see 1.b)

c) The Old Norse plural without the plural nom. ending: Stiklastaðy 
[Stikla staðir], Hóly [Hólar], Brávelly [Brávellir], Æsové [Æsir], 
Birnové [Bjǫrns]
 more difficult in the case of a stem change: Ás, pl. Æsové

d) The Old Norse nom. sing. without the sing. nom. ending: Stikla
staðy [Stiklastaðir], Hóly [Hólar], Brávǫlly [Brávellir], Ásové 
[Æsir], Bjǫrnové [Bjǫrns]
+ easy to identify the singular
+ easy for the common reader
- problems identifying names with a vowel change in original and 

foreign texts, for example, Brávellir vs. Brávǫlly

5. In the genitive and oblique cases in the plural, the Czech plural endings 
or derivations should be added to:

a) The Old Norse plural nominative ending: gen. Stiklastaðirů, loc. 
Hólarech, loc. Brávellirech, instr. Æsiry, Upplǫnďan [the inhabitants 
of Norwegian Upplǫnd], Firdirský [connected to Norwegian Firðir]
+ easy for the common reader or writer
- peculiar from a grammatical point of view (doubled endings)
 inconsistent according to the choice made in 4.d

b) The Old Norse stem: gen. Stiklastaðů, loc. Hólech, loc. Brávallech, 
instr. Ásy, Upplanďan, Fjordský
+ common in Czech classical philology: Ceres - Cereřin
- inconsistent treatment of sing. and pl.

c) The Old Norse plural nominative without the nom. ending: gen. 
Stikla staðů, loc. Hólech, loc. Brávellech, instr. Æsy, Upplǫnďan, 
Firdský
- peculiar from a grammatical point of view: the secondary form 

with a changed stem is used in paradigm and derivation (Upplǫnd 
> Upplǫnďan)

 inconsistent according to the choice made in 4.d
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d) The Old Norse nom. sing. without the nom. sing. ending: gen. 
Stikla staðů, loc. Hólech, loc. Brávǫllech, instr. Ásy, Upplanďan, 
Fjordský
+ consistent treatment of sing. and pl.
- peculiar from a grammatical point of view: the secondary form 

with a changed stem is used in inflections and derivation (loc. 
Brávǫllech) 

4.2.2 Duplicate Forms
1. In the case of words and proper names where a vowel has changed from 
a short to a long one, it is possible to use:

a) short forms:Ulf, Alf, Hlidskjalf
+ short forms are original and sometimes well-known from modern 

Scandinavian languages (Ulf)
b) longer forms: Úlf, Álf, Hliðskjálf

+ they are more common, especially in prose texts

2. Endings oscillating between i/e:
a) forms with i: Sverri, Þóri

+ more common in text editions
b) forms with e: Sverre, Þóre

3. In words oscillating between o/u:
a) forms with o: Tryggvason, Hrafnagoð

+ o is more common
b) forms with u: Tryggvasun, Hrafnaguð

5. Conclusion
Czech is an inflected language and creating paradigms for names and other 
nouns is a necessary precondition for any translation of an Old Norse 
text. We have simply tried to harmonize these axioms into a system. The 
goal of our system is to make Old Norse texts and other texts concerning 
Old Norse issues easier for students, scholars of different fields and lay 
readers to understand, and our rules may also be followed by, for example, 
a journalist writing about a topic that he or she does not specialize in. We 
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have therefore had to compromise on the point of pure linguistics. Many of 
our solutions are not linguistically correct (we use nom. and not the stem 
as a basis for declination and we do not keep nom. endings in masc. and 
so on). On the other hand, we try not to commit crimes against linguistics 
where no comfort is afforded the Czech reader, as in adding Czech endings 
to the Old Norse ones (as in English gen. ‘Grettir’s’ or Russian locative 
‘Grettire’) or by using forms that correspond neither to the original form 
nor to the demands of the target language (as, for example, with modern 
Scan di navian, English or German translations of nicknames). That is 
why we do not also suggest using letters whose different pronunciations 
students learn in more culturally related languages (as ‘ö’ from German) 
when transcribing Old Norse names and nouns. 

As for nicknames, there is no reason not to translate into Czech those 
names that are obvious to any native speaker of Old Norse, where they do 
not cause problems with inflection. Certainly, it demands some ‘language 
imagination’ to see that Magnús Dobrý is the same person as Magnús inn 
góði (or even Magnus den Gode) and Harald Krásnovlasý is Haraldr 
hár fagri (or even Harald Hårfagre). We are well aware of the fact that 
the system we have constructed is not without contradictions and that it 
might quite often lead to ambiguous results. The meaning of the place-
name Agðanes is quite important to the discussion between Halli and 
the king in Sneglu-Halla þáttr and it should be translated in that context 
(Sneglu-Halla þáttr, ch. 2), but it plays no special role otherwise and 
should remain untrans lated. Sýr, the nickname of the father of Harald 
Hard-Ruler, is a ‘speaking name’ in Stúfs þáttr blinda but its meaning is 
not very important for Snorri’s Óláfs saga helga. In the area of natural 
languages, there are no perfect solutions. But we are persuaded that at 
least some type of systematization is not only allowed, but even desirable.

The Czech tradition of language codification goes back to the early 
fif teenthcentury tract De orthographia Bohemica written by Jan 
Hus, which led to the system of marking the length of vowels (á, é, í, 
ó, ú, ů, ý) and the palatalization of vowels and consonants (č, ď, ě, ň, 
ř, š, ť, ž). Concerning the scientific treatment of old languages, most 
philologists reached a consensus in creating the Czech forms for Greek 
and Latin nouns and names in the nineteenth century, and for Chinese 
and Indian ones at the beginning of twentieth century. Thus, our attempt 
to harmonize the translated forms of Old Norse nouns and names can 
be perceived as a continuation of this language tradition. We presume 
our general reader to have no knowledge of Old Norse grammar; in this 
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respect, the situation is quite different to that of translating from classical 
languages into Czech.

Our attempts were modelled on the Czech grammar system, Czech 
vocabulary, and even common Czech ways of rendering Latin and Greek 
names from classical antiquity. Of course, each language is different, 
each has its own demands and history, but enumerating the questions and 
finding possible answers will hopefully provoke discussion and be used 
as inspiration in any language. 
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Summary 
This article attempts to list possible problems concerning Old Norse nouns and 
names that arise in translations and suggests some basic rules of how to handle 
them in the context of the Czech language. Some of the questions are universal 
for any IndoEuropean language. Some occur only in inflected languages. As the 
answers depend on language policy, tradition and the background of the expected 
reader, research on the history of rendering Old Norse nouns and names into 
Czech has also been undertaken. 

Questions are posed around transcription and translation, as well as around 
the forms of place-names, how names of nations and other groupings should be 
used, and in what cases the translation of nicknames, personal names and place-
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names is deemed appropriate. Regarding grammatical issues, we touch upon the 
problems of declension and derivation. We discuss whether nominative endings 
of masculine nouns should be retained and whether the word stem should be used 
as a basis for declension within the target language. By listing the existing prob-
lems in the areas of nouns and proper names and the advantages of each possible 
solution, we hope to provoke a fruitful discussion on translating also in other 
target languages. 
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